
“Everyone and everything around you
is your schools and teacher”.

Ken Keyes, Jr. 
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RADBURN SCHOOL
Fair Lawn, New Jersey
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Dear Students:

Congratulations on the completion of your elementary school years!  It is hard to believe 
how quickly the time has passed!  It seems like only yesterday that I welcomed you to 
kindergarten!  Now, you are ready to embark upon the next phase of your lives-entrance 
into the middle school.

As you look back on your time spent at Radburn, I hope your memories fill you with 
happiness:  trips to Buehler, the Planetarium, and the Franklin Mineral Mine; participation 
in Kids Against Violence, December around our Town, Global Wonders, and the fifth grade     
musical; witnessing the completion of the new gymnasium, library, and kitchen; and the 

successful mastery of your school work.  May you also always remember the special 
friendships that you made at Radburn and the teachers who worked with you over the 
years.

Equipped with all that your elementary years have taught you, I am confident that       
you will meet with great success in the future.  I am proud of your 
accomplishments, and it is especially satisfying for me to see the mature 
young people you have become.  I will always think of this class with 
great fondness. 
Best of luck next year and always!           

Sincerely,

Ms. Lacatena
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To my little "peanuts",

It has been so nice to watch you all grow, along with my belly this school year.  
I will remember this class for the slips calling me mom, overcoming bad days, 
and learning what kind of person or path you want to follow.  The comfort 
zone our class portrayed was as if we were a family away from home.  

The hugs will be missed and the constant stories that were told.  

I encourage all of you to follow your natural high, reach for the stars, 
and always know I am here.  Good luck in all your endeavors!  

Lots of Love,

Mrs. Cook
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Class of 2010,

I can hardly believe that it's time to write a yearbook message to you already.  The school year has 
gone by so quickly.  It seems like yesterday you were all coming back from summer vacation, anxious to 
see old friends.  

It's been an exciting journey we've had together.  This class will always be special to me, as I've gotten 
to watch so many of you grow over two years, not just one.  I hope that you've all enjoyed our time 

together as much as I have.  I hope you've learned not only our school subjects, but a little bit about 
yourselves and a lot about how to be a better person.  I hope school was fun, and that you looked forward 

to coming each morning.  I hope our class was a place you always wanted to be.

I have to say, this was one of the nicest groups of people I've had together as a class.  You all made it 
a point of respecting each other and even taking care of each other.  Whether we had new students to     

our class or new students to our school, everyone was always welcomed into our classroom with open 
arms and made to feel comfortable.  You should be proud of the people you're becoming.

I have all the confidence in the world in this group moving on to TJ.  I know you all have the potential 
to do great things.  Concentrate, listen, and always do the best you can do.  Take care of each other 

while you're there, look out for one another, and remember you were all a part of the same family 
while you were here at Radburn.

Good luck.  Please visit and share the next chapter of your journey with me.  
I'm very proud of you all!

Love Always,

Mr. R
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Every year we are asked to add a few words for the yearbook 
and each year it’s a bit more difficult.  We know you have many 
challenges ahead of you. You live in a fast paced, technologically 
changing world.  
You are bombarded by the media=elling you what to do.  

Hopefully, we have helped prepare you a bit for all of this.  
Always remember the simple lessons you have learned in elementary 
School – fairness, hard work, perseverance, hope, independence.  
The world is waiting for you; help make it a better place for all of us. 

I know you can and WILL!!

Mrs. Lustgarten
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Alex Hines: Graphic Designer
Alexander Weisberger: Radiologist
Ali hamidy: Chiropractor
Andrea Frie: Model/Cake Designer
Angela Callea: Teacher
Avital Shatpura: Cartoonist
Benjamin Frucht: Soccer Player
Bethany Koval/ Occupational Therapist
Billy Joyce: Teacher
Brianna Usher: Famous Saxophonist
Calvin Farley: Professional Video Game Player
Charlotte Glassett: F.B.I. Agent
Chelsea Wan: Occupational Therapist/ Teacher
Cole Bosch: Major League Baseball Player
Daniel Akim: Skier
Danielle Rinaldo: Dolphin Trainer
Diana Oros: Nature Doctor
Eden Hirsch: Veterinarian/Actress/Singer/ Dancer
Gerard Valencia: Veterinarian
Gillian Katz: Teacher
Heidi Shanin: Policewoman/ Lawyer
Igor Ananev: Professional Soccer Player
Isiah Aud: Professional Wrestler
Jacky Zhang: Take over Man Hing/Lawyer/Teacher
Jakup Zerka Successful Businessman
Joseph Bruer: Sports Agent/ Soccer Player
Jillian Gurrieri: English Teacher
Jill Neggia: Eye Doctor
Julia Funai: Veterinarian
Keren Ruditsky: Professional Horse Back Rider
Kerin Rudutsky: Writer
Kristen Yphantides: Teacher/ Dancer
Larry Tobe: Basketball Player
Lavan Naveh: Software Engineer
Laura Paganello: Actress
Liam O'Malley: Scientist
Luke Hartman: Major League Pitcher for the Mets

Marc Jorio: Major League Baseball Player
Mark Roginkin: Professional Hockey Player
Matthew Gordon: Lawyer
Matthew Rodriguez: NBA Basketball Player
Mariya Pakhomova: Hair Stylist
Maya Ron: Nanny
Michael Schutz: Chef
Nadiv Kaspi: Musician, director, and actor
Natalie Petrenko: Singer
Neel Pater-Shah: Engineer
Nicholas Cicero: Sports, Book Author
Nicole Shilevsky: Lawyer
Philip Malnick: Civil Engineer
Ron Pelleg: Engineer
Sarah Livinsky: Lawyer
Stefani Rochester: Actress
Tina Mallakelidze: Interior Designer
Tyler Perlman: Physicist/Biologist

: 

WWhheerree  wwoouulldd  yyoouu  bbee  1100  -1155  yyeeaarrss  ffrroomm  nnooww??
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1.  Bethany Koval's
2.  Angela M. Callea
3. Sarah Litvinsky 
4.  Matthew Gordon 
5.  Eden Hirsch
6.  Keren Ruditsky
7.  Maya Ron
8.  Neel Patel Shah
9.  Charlotte ?
10. Larry Tobe
11.  Avital-Shtapura
12.  Nadiv Kaspi
13.  Phillip Melnick
14.  Mark Roginkin
15.  Alex-Hines
16.  Danielle Rinaldo
17.  Ron Pelleg
18.  Nicole Hpilevsky
19.  Chelsea Wong
20   Calvin-Farley
21.  Kristen Yphantides
22.  Tyler Pearlman
23.  Cole Bosch
24.  Heidi Shahin
25.  Jillian Gurrieri
26.  Danny Akim
27.  Andrea Frie
28.  Luke Hartman
29.  Julia Funai
30.  Brianna Usher

31.  
32.  
33.  
34.  Phillip Melnick
35.  Natasha Petrenko
36.  
37.  
38.  
39.  
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.  ??? Maglakelidze 
46.  Diana Oros    

Jessy,
please check this list, there were names that
where missing from the pics




